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 BACKING THE SELF-BUILDERS  

  Assisted self-help housing as a sustainable housing 
 provision strategy   

    Jan   Bredenoord     and     Paul   van Lindert    

   Introduction 

 Today’s rapidly urbanizing countries of the Global South are faced with huge challenges 
to provide aff ordable housing for their many low-income families. Over the past few dec-
ades many countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America have been confronted with substantial 
increases in their housing defi cits. These defi cits have both quantitative and qualitative compo-
nents and they are most notable in the cities. According to UN estimates, the urban population 
of the developing world alone will increase from 2.7 billion in the year 2011 to 5.1 billion 
by 2050 (UN  2012 ). Although such population projections may well be open to debate, it 
is obvious that millions of new and upgraded houses will have to be provided in order to 
accommodate a rapidly growing urban population. Besides the provision of new and ‘decent’ 
housing, attention must be paid to the improvement of the existing housing stock, especially 
in slums and squatter settlements. 

 The World Bank and UNCHS/UN-Habitat were the major international institutions 
which from the 1970s onward recognized the vital role of self-help housing in providing 
aff ordable housing solutions to the urban poor. Indeed, even today the cities in the developing 
world have been mainly built on the basis of informal self-building activities (Bredenoord and 
Van Lindert  2010 : 281). Based upon such recognition of the enormous potential and cap-
acity of self-builders in meeting the urgent housing challenges, these international institutions 
started developing tools for public housing policies to be targeted at the urban poor. National 
and local governments also adopted the notion of assisted self-help housing, by accepting 
rather than completely clearing squatter settlements and by facilitating the incremental self-
build processes in such neighbourhoods. Incremental house construction implies a stage-wise 
informal building process, realized by individual families, only if and when their fi nancial situ-
ation allows them to take further steps in the building process. This approach has the advantage 
of excluding the risks of long-term fi nancial obligations in the form of mortgages. On the 
other hand, it means that the entire process of fi nishing a self-build house may take a long time 
(Greene and Rojas  2008 ; Wakely and Riley  2011 ). The adoption of policies supporting incre-
mental self-help housing meant a major breakaway from earlier common practices, which 
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often involved the eviction of the illegal inhabitants and the demolition of their provisional 
shacks in squatter settlements. 

 This chapter focuses on various vital elements and forms of assisted self-help housing and 
public housing policies in the developing world. We start with a brief elaboration on the use 
of common vocabulary and the current discourse around low-income housing. What then 
follows is a concise overview of the main modalities of housing provision for the urban poor 
in the developing world. The vital role of incremental, self-help housing processes stands out 
in most (informal and so-called hybrid) kinds of housing supply. This then leads us to make 
a plea for a diff erentiated approach in assisted self-help housing policies, meaning that vari-
ous forms of outside support may be pertinent to cater to the needs of diff erent categories 
of households. Such policy packages may range from, for example, the provision of land with 
basic services, core houses on plots within a sites-and-services scheme, to technical assistance 
with self-help and housing microfi nance schemes. After that, three limitations of self-help 
housing are presented briefl y.  

  Self-help housing semantics 

 Whereas the early self-help advocates of the 1970s (Abrams  1964 ; Mangin  1967 ; Turner 
 1967 ) considered decent housing essentially as a basic need for everyone, the Habitat Agenda, 
adopted at the City Summit of 1996, formally proclaimed the principle of universal  right  to 
adequate shelter (UNCHS  1997 ). According to the rights-based approach to do-it-yourself 
housing, one of the prime responsibilities of the state (as a duty bearer) is to create the condi-
tions under which the citizens (as right claimers) can fully develop their potential to build and 
gradually upgrade their own houses in a safe and dignifi ed way. Thus, the national and local 
governments must enable citizens to develop their own living environments by facilitating or 
assisting their self-build initiatives (Wakely and Riley  2011 ). 

 In this chapter, no conceptual distinction will be made between self-help and self-managed 
construction. In its purest form, the self-help notion suggests that an owner-occupier of a plot 
or house performs all construction tasks by himself, possibly with additional help from family 
members and friends, but not from paid contractors. He also collects the necessary materials 
and tools needed for the construction. Self-managed construction implies that an owner-
occupier of a plot or house manages all building activities by himself, including the purchase 
of construction materials, the contracting of specialized craftsmen for masonry, plumbing, 
painting among others, as well as the provision of equipment. As a rule, he will also actively 
partake in construction activities himself, but this is not always the case. As a matter of fact, at 
some stage of the incremental building process most self-builders will also commission parts 
of the construction activities to informal building contractors or to craftsmen who are part 
of his social network. That is why we prefer to use the notion of self-help or self-build for all 
construction activities that are operated by owner-occupiers of plots or houses, regardless of 
whether or not paid labourers are contracted by them. 

  Table 4.1  presents some of the distinctive characteristics and diff erences in the  modus oper-
andi  of formal, institutional housing construction and informal, incremental self-build hous-
ing. First, it should be noted that the conventional logic of formally produced housing follows 
the planning–servicing–building–occupation sequence (Baross  1987 ). Self-build housing in 
informal settlements usually follows a reversed sequence, starting with the occupation of a plot 
and the subsequent building of a provisional dwelling unit. The following stages comprise the 
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gradual provision of basic public services and infrastructure, which will then involve a range 
of retro-planning and retro-fi tting activities (Berner  2012 ).    

 The main stakeholders of the institutional housing sector are both the public sector and pri-
vate actors such as land developers, banks and construction companies. The prime actors of the 
self-build sector are the actual owner-occupying households themselves. Usually they operate 
individually, but they may also be part of a housing cooperative or community-based organiza-
tion (CBO). Owner-occupiers invest in house construction once they have accumulated suf-
fi cient savings for a next phase of the incremental building process. Alternatively, they may get 
loans from relatives or from microfi nance institutions and sometimes from private money lend-
ers. NGOs and grassroots organizations (e.g. faith-based) may also provide technical or fi nancial 
support to self-builders. Additionally, other civil society organizations can actively support the 
(often undocumented) residents of self-build settlements by fostering their organizational cap-
acity and supporting their claims for settlement upgrading (Riley  et al.   1999 ). 

 The distinction between institutional housing and self-build housing in developing coun-
tries is a very common way of conceptualizing the contrast between the two modes of housing 

 TABLE 4.1     Formal versus informal housing provision 

   Formal housing provision  Informal (self-help) housing 

  D evelopment cycle  Planning 

 Servicing 

 Building 

 Occupation 

 Occupation 

 Building 

 Servicing 

 Planning 
  C ommissioning of 

construction 
 State housing institution 
 Local government 
 Private real estate developer 
 Building company 
 Housing cooperative 

 Owner-occupier 
 Housing cooperative 
 Community group 

  F unding  Banks (loans, mortgages) 
 Government funding (loans and tax 

incentives) 
 Government subsidies 
 Employer organizations (loans) 
 International organizations 

(donations or loans) 

 Family (savings and loans) 
 Microfi nance institutions (loans) 
 NGOs (donations and loans) 
 Charity organizations, churches, 

etc. (donations) 
 Loans by private parties 
 Savings and credit associations 

  P ayment  Rents 
 Payment in instalments (mortgages) 

 Short-term instalment for plot 
purchase 

 Savings for expansion/
improvement of the self-
build house 

 Microfi nance 
  C onstruction  

 
 
  

 Construction companies (often 
 non-local)  

 
 

 Family, friends 
 Construction workers (from 

household’s network) 
 Informal building contractors 

(local) 

   Source : authors’ own.  
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production. Some have used other labels to mark the diff erences, including  conventional  versus 
 unconventional  (Drakakis-Smith,  1981 ) and  formal  versus  informal  housing. As for the labels of 
the self-build settlements, adjectives such as spontaneous, irregular, popular and squatter are 
being used, again in addition to the more pervasive use of informal settlements. 

 Especially in international housing policy circles, perhaps the most frequently used term to 
underscore the low quality of living conditions in self-build settlements is slums. UN-Habitat 
( 2006 ) developed fi ve so-called shelter deprivation indicators for the defi nition of slum hous-
ing: poor structural quality of housing; insuffi  cient living space; lack of access to safe drinking 
water; lack of access to adequate sanitation; and insecure residential status. In the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs) of the United Nations, Goal 7, Target 11 aims to improve the 
lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers and to reduce the proportion of urban population 
living in slums. In connection to that, the principal slogan of the UN and the World Bank led 
Cities Alliance campaign became ‘Cities without Slums’ (Cities Alliance  1999 ). 

 Despite the good intentions of MDG Goal 7–11 and the Cities without Slums cam-
paign, various authors have recently pointed to the collateral damage which it is causing 
(Huchzermeyer  2011 ; Meth  2013 ). They discuss the new managerial approach of various 
national and city administrations which aim to raise their cities into the World Class City 
league by placing a focus on urban competitiveness and foreign direct investment. Although 
the Cities without Slums campaign was meant to support policies to improve the quality of 
life for slum dwellers, for example by  in situ  upgrading, in some countries the local adapta-
tion of the Cities Alliance slogan evolved into that of slum-free cities; this often led to forced 
eviction of slum dwellers and the demolition of slum houses. Gilbert ( 2007 ) also criticizes the 
labelling of substandard housing as slum housing, which he qualifi es as dangerous especially 
because of the ‘series of negative associations that the term conjures up, the false hopes that 
a campaign against slums raised and the mischief that unscrupulous politicians, developers 
and planners may do with the term’ (Gilbert  2007 : 701). The adoption and promotion of the 
slum-free cities and the shack-free cities mottos as the offi  cial banners for housing policies in 
countries like India and South Africa are a living proof of the dangers mentioned by Gilbert.  

  Modalities of affordable housing provision 

 With the above critique in mind, it is more helpful to rely on the more generic term of infor-
mal housing, which in itself again includes a wide variety of housing conditions and an array 
of local expressions for such informal settlements (e.g.  barriadas ,  pueblos j ó venes ,  favelas ,  bustees , 
 kaatchi abadis ,  goths ). Although informal settlements worldwide and across time show huge 
diff erences in  inter alia  housing standards, living conditions, servicing and connectivity, usually 
they share one common characteristic: that is, the majority of their housing stock was built 
incrementally and on the basis of self-help initiatives. The photographs presented in  Figure 4.1  
visualize this process of ongoing consolidation of dwelling and neighbourhood improvement 
for a typical self-built neighbourhood in La Paz, Bolivia.          

 Acioly and French ( 2012 ) present an instructive portrait of the great variety of housing 
provision modalities in the developing world, ranging from informal to formal, with a so-
called informal–formal hybrid modality in between (see  Table 4.2 ). The virtue of the scheme 
is that it does much more justice to reality than simple binary-based divisions of formal–
informal. We have adapted slightly their model in order to demonstrate that most of the modes 
of housing supply include a vital role for self-build processes. With the exception of categories 
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 FIGURE 4.1A      The development of neighbourhood Santa Rosa Cinco Dedos in La Paz, Bolivia 
(1984).  

 FIGURE 4.1B      The development of neighbourhood Santa Rosa Cinco Dedos in La Paz, Bolivia 
(1995).  
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10 (public housing schemes) and 11 (private sector companies), all other modes (at least to 
some degree) are dependent upon the self-build (and often self-organizing) capacities of the 
residents in informal settlements.    

 The housing provision continuum shows that self-help processes never develop in splendid 
isolation from the wider institutional context. Most obviously, this is the case when govern-
ments facilitate serviced plots of land through ‘sites-and-services’ schemes to selected families 
who then are expected to start building their own homes (see  Table 4.2 , category 5) (see 
 Figure 4.2 ). Sometimes, such sites-and-services schemes also include a basic housing unit 
(often just a ‘wet wall’) which the owners then use as their core unit which they expand and 
improve over time. The functional linkages between formal and informal mechanisms are also 
evident in the various modalities through which some form of state assistance to organized 
community groups or housing cooperatives is provided (see  Table 4.2 , categories 6, 7, 8).    

 Government-led settlement upgrading programmes (see  Table 4.2 , category 9) focus on 
regularization of land tenure as well as on the provision of basic services and social and phys-
ical infrastructure in informal settlements. The immediate result of such upgrading schemes 
implying tenure security often is an explosion of self-build activities and ensuing consoli-
dation of informal settlements (see e.g. Strassmann  1984 ; Choguill  1999 ; Scott  et al.   2013 ). 
Depending upon the original design of the dwellings in public housing programmes (e.g. 
durability, foundations, fl oor space, plot size) and formal regulations, the inhabitants may also 
add new rooms (vertically or horizontally) through self-build processes, similar to informal 

 FIGURE 4.1C      The development of neighbourhood Santa Rosa Cinco Dedos in La Paz, Bolivia 
(2006).  
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settlement practices (see  Table 4.2 , category 4). Where such extensions are technically possible 
and legally permitted, such public housing settlements often experience a rapid and profound 
transformation (Tipple and Wilkinson  1992 ; Tipple  2000 ). In fact this is social housing with 
the possibility of individual incremental fi nishing, an upcoming hybrid form of housing. 

 The fi rst three mentioned categories in  Table 4.2  are the informal modalities of housing 
provision which, by nature, are most aff ordable to the urban poor. The fi rst one is most typical 
for many of the cities across the developing world, particularly in Latin American countries 
where squatting through the illegal occupation of land during many past decades often also 
was organized for political purposes (and it still sometimes is, especially in election times). The 
second mode of land supply is driven by private land developers (often also powerful syndi-
cates), who assemble greenfi eld land and subsequently subdivide it into unserviced plots for 
sale to prospective owners. Both in Latin America and in some South Asian cities clandestine 
land subdivisions mostly take place on the city periphery where rural land is converted into 
residential urban land. According to Berner ( 2012 ) land grabbers may be active with political 
backing. The subdivision practice opens wide possibilities to bribery, as civil servants may get 
hold of various well-located plots in return for formal approval of the subdivision (Berner 
 2012 ). In the peri-urban areas of major cities in West Africa, unauthorized subdivision often 
occurs under customary rule (Gough and Yankson  2000 ; Benjaminsen  et al.   2009 ; Acioly and 
French  2012 ). 

 Also in West African and Indian cities, sub-dividers and other large-scale land develop-
ers target low-income families and produce housing units for rental accommodation (see 

 FIGURE 4.2      Sites-and-services project Nuevo Pachacutec, Ventanilla, Peru.  
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 TABLE 4.2     Modalities of housing provision for urban poor and the role of self-help construction 

   Modality  Characteristics 

 Vital role self-
build processes 

 Yes  No 

 Informal  1   U nauthorized 
owner-
occupied self-
build 

 Incremental construction of housing 
units over many years/decades on 
land that is (at least initially) occupied 
illegally 

 x   

 2   U nauthorized 
subdivision 

 Private developers subdivide land into 
individual plots which are sold on 
the informal market (without or with 
housing units) 

 x   

 3   R ental housing  Construction of units or rooms that are 
rented to low-income households, 
outside of formal controls (by 
rental property developers and by 
unauthorized self-builders) 

 x   

 Informal–
formal 
hybrid 

 4   O wner-occupier 
transformation 
of social 
housing 

 Occupants who have received 
a government ‘social’ house 
incrementally modify and/or enlarge 
it 

 x   

 5   S ites and services  Government provision of serviced 
plots of land on which residents 
incrementally construct their house 

 x   

 6   C ooperative 
housing 
partnerships 

 Cooperatives organize themselves (often 
with support from NGOs), save, 
obtain land from government and 
construct houses either communally 
or individually 

 x   

 7   C ommunity 
settlement 
upgrading and 
resettlement 

 Community-based upgrading and/
or resettlement; with support from 
NGOs, local government and/or 
international funding providers 

 x   

 Formal  8   L egally established 
community 
groups 

 Legally recognized community groups – 
supported by NGOs – apply for 
public funding and develop housing 
on self-management, mutual aid and 
assisted self-help building processes 

 x   

 9   G overnment-led 
settlement 
upgrading 

 Informal settlements are upgraded 
through infrastructure and service 
provision and regularization of tenure 
(by national and local governments, 
NGOs, CBOs and professionals); 
fostering housing improvements by 
the house owners 

 x   

 10   D irect 
government 
‘social housing’ 

 Land and housing developed by the 
government (sometimes via the 
private sector) and sold or rented to 
low-income households (also under 
rent-to-buy schemes) 

   x 
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 Table 4.2 , category 3). The classic slumlord in South Asian or East African cities typically leases 
small hutments – or only plots of land – to households (Sivam  2003 ). China’s urban villages 
have been converted into rental settlements which are virtually the only housing option for 
poor migrant labourers (Hao  et al.   2011 ). Throughout Africa, Asia and Latin America, self-help 
builders have gradually expanded their dwellings with new rooms, in the fi rst place to accom-
modate their growing families but (at later stages) they also build in order to generate some 
supplementary income from their tenants.  

  Broadening the scope of self-help housing assistance 

 This section focuses on the matter of how both national and local governmental institutions – 
often in collaboration with other, non-governmental parties – may devise and implement 
interventions based on that self-build potential by facilitating forms of incremental construc-
tion processes, in order to attain aff ordable housing solutions. By targeting diff erent household 
categories according to their respective economic conditions, such assisted self-help housing 
policy packages will vary accordingly, for example in terms of the (initial) quality of the dwell-
ing, plot size, labour input, servicing, costs and fi nance model among others. 

 Socio-economic factors – especially households’ earning capacity and purchasing power – 
are to a large degree responsible for the individual diff erences between self-help housing 
products in the same neighbourhoods. The national and local policy environments are vital 
for yet another diff erentiating force between self-help settlements, in particular because of 
the key role which government policies play with respect to the provision of public services 
and infrastructure. Not least of all, the fate of incremental housing through self-help eff orts 
depends also very much on the tolerance towards incremental housing vis- à -vis the ambi-
tion of many city administrations to lift their city into the so-called World Class City status 
category which they often consider incompatible with the growth of informal settlements 
(Huchzermeyer  2011 ). 

 Provided that local governments and politicians are tolerant towards the phenomena of 
self-help housing and informal settlements, their fi rst task would be to explore and analyse the 
real housing demand according to the diff erent socio-economic conditions and limitations 
of their citizens. In various cases, especially in Asia and Africa, and strongly backed by Slum/
Shack Dwellers International, national Slum Dwellers Federations and local CBOs have taken 
up this task through rigorous participatory enumeration and mapping campaigns in informal 

   Modality  Characteristics 

 Vital role self-
build processes 

 Yes  No 

  
 
 

 11  
 
 

  P rivate  
 
 

 Profi t-seeking developers, often 
partnering with governments for 
low-cost housing (public–private 
partnerships); employer-built housing 

   
 
 

 x  
 
 

   Source : Adapted from Acioly and French ( 2012 : 424–425).  

TABLE 4.2 (cont.)
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settlements (see e.g. Karanja  2010 ; Arputham  2012 ; Baptist and Bolnick  2012 ; Makau  et al.  
 2012 ). Such mapping exercises are not only important for gathering necessary information, 
but also vital ‘for all community members to refl ect on how they live in the community, how 
things relate to one another both socially and physically, and to identify the common com-
munity problems that concern everyone’ (Luansang  et al.   2012 : 506). After documenting and 
acknowledging the right of their citizens to safe and decent housing, local governments may 
then follow up with the implementation of a variety of measures that can be considered as 
basic assistance and additional assistance (see  Table 4.3 ).     

  Basic forms of assistance to self-build processes 

 As for the basic forms of assistance, a possible model for determining the most suitable con-
tinuum of diff erent housing packages for the urban poor may include the following elements:

   Key for all is tenure security (most often confi rmed by providing a legal land title).  • 
  Provision of plots with optimal (most effi  cient) dimensions for urban land use (in most • 
contexts varying between 80 and 120 square metres).  
  A core house varying from 20 to 60 square metres that allows for subsequent (horizontal • 
and/or vertical) expansion in the subsequent stages of incremental construction.  
  Provision of public services at the neighbourhood level and/or with connections to indi-• 
vidual dwellings.  
  A choice of cost structures and prices for a range of aff ordable housing products.    • 

 TABLE 4.3     Assisted self-help housing options: diff erent components and actors 

 Basic assistance, with regard to the provision of the plot, 
house construction and services  Actors 

 A plot in a suitable urban land development, at 
aff ordable price and amortization conditions 

 Tenure security ( de jure  or  de facto ) 

 An access road and mains infrastructure, including 
drinking water, electricity and sanitation 

 Municipality with its institutions and 
corporations 

 Private land developers 

 Special trust fund (public–private 
corporation) 

 Land bank 
  Additional assistance, related to the 

construction and improvement of dwelling 
and neighbourhood  

  Actors  

 Technical assistance (e.g. constructional advice, use 
of materials, house design) 

 Legal advice (ownership title, building permit, 
certifi cation and registration of the fi nished 
house, etc). 

 Provision of good quality and low-cost building 
materials 

 Promotion of microfi nance solutions 
 Support for housing cooperatives 
 Support for community-based initiatives 

 Municipal advisory team in a housing project 
 NGOs with housing programmes 
 Corporations with housing programmes 
 Building materials producers and traders 
 Microfi nance institutions 
 Community workers 
 State institutions 
 Young professionals; architects, lawyers, 

technicians 
 Technical schools 

   Source : authors’ own.  
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 Determining the housing qualities for a mixture of household categories that align with 
their respective incomes and their options for self-help, self-fi nance, loans and subsidies will 
provide a better understanding of the costs and possibilities of assisted self-help housing in 
new urban expansion plans.  Table 4.4  presents a basic framework for a variety of self-help 
assistance options for municipal governments which consider new urban land development 
for the poor. The range of housing products presents diff erent cost structures and prices. 
The acknowledgement of the necessity of such a diff erentiated system of housing provision 
can help in making policies that serve all household categories according to their income-
generating capacities. Admittedly some housing specialists and politicians may morally con-
demn such housing as being inadequate or undignifi ed. But what fi nally counts is the ability 
of poor households to improve their housing and living conditions throughout the years, 
following the argument by Greene and Rojas ( 2008 : 92) that the process of incremental 
housing can be considered  ‘ a strategy to access housing that can be improved’. The bottom 
line of the assisted self-help approach is that the facilitation of incremental house construc-
tion caters to the needs and priorities of diff erent categories of households who, with time, 
will gradually expand and improve their dwellings according to their individual requirements 
and possibilities. In this respect, Ntema ( 2011 : 183) even suggests for South African housing 
policies that ‘emphasis be shifted from concepts such as  dignifi ed size  housing to  people driven 
housing  and  dweller control ’.    

 Some components of the total cost structure are crucial for self-builders. Incremental con-
struction means a gradual investment over the years but leaps in construction costs may put 
the continuation of the process at risk. Some cost leaps are inevitable, for example investments 
in solid foundations, earthquake resistant and fi reproof constructions, or investments for the 
construction of additional fl oors and stairs. Other costs are related to land development and 
the connection to public services. Obviously, it cannot be taken for granted that public utility 
companies will provide drinking water and electricity connections in informal settlements if 
the families do not pay their bills. As such, it may be recommended to include the costs of 
water and electricity connections in the housing packages. At this point it is also pertinent to 
note that – once the settlement is being serviced with electricity, water, sewerage and garbage 

 TABLE 4.4     Assisted self-help housing components: variation in policy packages 

  S ite  Services 

 Costs/prices   Plot size (m   2   )  
  Built-up living 
space (m   2   )    Electricity  

  Piped 
water*  

  Septic 
tank  

  Paved 
road    Sewerage  

 80  0            Lowest 
 Highest  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 80  0  x   X        
 80  20  x   X        
 100  20  x   X   x     
 100  40  x   X   x     
 120  60  x   X   x  x   
 120  80  x   X     x  x 
 80–120  80–200†  x   X     x  x 

    *Collective or individual taps.  
  †After vertical expansion.  
   Source : authors’ own.  
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collection – the self-built house will more easily become the workplace of home-based entre-
preneurs. Many studies underline such combined residential and income-generating functions 
of self-help housing in informal settlements (e.g. Gough  et al.   2003 ; Coen  et al.   2008 ; Wiggle 
 2008 ; Majale  2009 ). Thus, self-help support which is geared to the needs and expectations of 
individual households should also take into account the possibility that the basic dwelling unit 
may gradually become transformed into a place where households can make a living. 

 Most components of such basic assistance in support of self-help housing solutions also 
apply to settlement upgrading policies. Obviously, the exception to this rule is that most self-
builders in existing informal settlements already possess a plot and a dwelling. A vital element 
of settlement upgrading schemes, however, is the regularization of land ownership. As long as 
tenure insecurity persists, dwellers are not likely to exercise their full potential of self-building 
eff orts, either in terms of fi nancial investment or in terms of labour input. The second basic 
element of settlement upgrading is the provision of infrastructure and public services, usually 
starting with extending the city’s networks of electricity, piped water, water drainage and sew-
erage systems. Other improvements can be added, such as the provision of public transport, 
garbage collection, measures that enhance the resilience of the settlement to natural hazards 
(e.g. fl oods and landslides) as well as various kinds of social services such as primary schools, 
health facilities, playgrounds, community resource centres and the like (Choguill  1999 ). All 
such elements of neighbourhood upgrading are realized at the settlement level and are often 
implemented in partnership with NGOs and CBOs (see  Figure 4.3 ). More often than not, the 
inhabitants of such informal settlements are expected to also contribute in labour, in order to 
reduce the costs of the public infrastructure and services.     

  Additional forms of assistance to self-build efforts 

 The provision of various kinds of additional assistance which are more specifi cally tailored to 
the individual self-builders are also vital prerequisites for broadening the scope of assisted self-
help housing policies. Such fl anking policies may come in many shapes, for example by giving 
customized technical or judicial advice; by providing access to good quality and low-priced 
construction materials; by granting fi nancial support; or by encouraging the self-builders to 
collaborate in improving their dwellings and neighbourhood environments. 

 One way in which local governments and NGOs alike can off er technical, legal and all 
kinds of other assistance to the residents in informal settlements is through neighbourhood 
based, low-threshold ‘urban resource centres’. The Society for the Promotion of Area Resource 
Centres (SPARC) in Mumbai and the Urban Resource Centre (URC) in Karachi have set 
the example for other URCs being replicated, especially across South Asia (Pakistan, India, 
Sri Lanka) and some other countries in Asia (Riley  et al.   1999 ; Hasan  2007 ). Their main aim, 
according to Joshi  et al . ( 2010 : 25), is:

  … creating a link between the state government, local government … and the people. 
They play a dual role, that of bringing information, services and schemes to the people 
and allowing the service providers (government, corporate, private) to understand spe-
cifi c needs of various target groups.  

 Other initiatives may be more directly aimed at providing technical assistance for sustainable 
house construction. The Community Architect Programme in Cuba (Valladares  2013 ) and 
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the Brazilian house design programme for self-builders (Kowaltowski  et al.   2005 ) as well as 
the work of the Technical Training Resource Centre in Karachi (Ismail  2011 ) are compel-
ling examples in this respect. Various international associations of professionals and practi-
tioners also engage in participatory training exercises for sustainable urban solutions (see e.g. 
ISOCARP  2010 ). The important message from such experiences is that the principle of par-
ticipation in design by informal self-builders and their low-threshold access to architects and 
other technical professionals may lead to the use of building technologies that are especially 
tailored to the urban poor in terms of aff ordability, adequacy and functionality. In addition 
to that, the participatory methodologies applied by community architects often function as a 
catalyst toward social transformation at the settlement level (Luansang  et al.   2012 ). 

 Mutual self-help housing provides good development opportunities, such as: knowledge 
transfer, more quality through specialization and especially, more (common) discipline. Mutual 
self-help housing can be used to improve cooperation with the local government and other 
actors like NGOs with housing programmes, public utilities and fi nancial organizations, but 
basic conditions must be attached. State support for self-managed housing cooperatives has 
been a reality in for example Brazil for more than a decade (Fruet  2003 ). The establishment 
of small housing cooperatives can be promoted by giving them special incentives, such as 
better access to a building materials bank, combined with microfi nance and other forms of 
(technical) assistance. Successful local and regional experiences with housing cooperatives 
may be found in various countries such as in the Central American states of Nicaragua and El 
Salvador, and in Uruguay and India.  

 FIGURE 4.3      Neighbourhood improvement with playground, San Borja, Lima.  
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  Limitations of self-help housing 

 Because self-help housing is so widespread, the development and availability of adequate 
‘assistance’ to self-builders is needed; this assistance should align not only with land policy, 
infrastructure and fi nance, but also with technical assistance designed to improve the qual-
ity of housing. In addition, municipal housing policy can be focused on achieving higher 
housing densities. The activities of housing-NGOs and corporations that support residents in 
house construction may also contribute to the eff ective organization of self-builder assistance. 
Housing stock improvement can be realized by off ering technical training for homebuilders, 
improving technical education and providing advice on sustainable housing, building materi-
als and applications. Because the vital characteristic of self-help housing is home ownership, 
cooperation from private households concerning the sustainable enlargement and improve-
ment of their homes is required. But 

 self-help housing in an urban setting faces three limitations: the inability to contribute to 
higher urban densities, poor technical quality, and a lack of sustainable building techniques and 
building materials. In this section, each limitation is discussed briefl y. 

  Low housing densities and slow pace of construction 

 While the realization of higher urban densities is a key tenet of sustainable housing and urban 
planning, the contribution of individual households building on private plots and through 
self-construction is limited in this respect. In addition, self-help housing may take years to 
reach consolidation and densifi cation. Households in Lima, Peru and elsewhere have dem-
onstrated the ability to build in three to four layers on plots of 90 square metres; these dens-
ities are neither low nor high, but ‘middle’ (Fernandez-Maldonado and Bredenoord  2010 ). 
While high densities can be realized via high-rise apartment buildings, in very high-density 
projects – such as in China and India – self-help housing is hardly possible. In most countries, 
the big urbanization challenges require higher densities that give – eventually – good con-
nectivity and proximity to urban services and employment. High-speed housing production is 
necessary too, given the rapid increase in urban populations worldwide; this cannot be solved 
by self-help housing alone. A further densifi cation of housing and land use might be achieved 
when rooms are built for rental purposes, but this happens only if the local housing market 
takes up such extra dwellings and individual families explore these possibilities. Besides the 
stimulation of individual densifi cation of houses, there also is a need to increase the social 
housing production of condominiums, as is being done in countries such as Brazil, India and 
Ethiopia (UN-Habitat  2010 ).  

  Low technical housing quality 

 Millions of self-help homes feature poor technical quality. Households often opt for a viable 
and cheap solution rather than for the preferred, stable house construction. Countries vul-
nerable to seismic activity require earthquake-resilient building designs; this normally cannot 
be managed by self-builders alone. Giving good information on building techniques and pro-
viding (technical) training to homebuilders can make a big diff erence. The municipal depart-
ment for building control will have a role to play, with priority for the prevention of home 
construction in precarious areas such as those that are aff ected by fl oods, volcanic eruptions 
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and earthquakes. This is not always easy due to the type of relationship households have with 
the municipal government. This relationship is in many respects defi ned by confl icting inter-
ests; on one hand residents demand, among other things, public services and assistance with 
housing, while on the other hand, the municipal government is tasked with housing activity 
control. Municipal building control might therefore give priority to safety inspections in order 
to prevent the dangers related to building collapse and fi res. The development of assistance for 
do-it-yourself builders can help to improve housing quality and prevent residents from making 
the wrong decisions regarding house construction.  

  Sustainable house construction and self-help housing 

 When it comes to self-help housing, sustainable building materials and techniques are gen-
erally lacking. This is largely because ‘sustainable housing’ is a relatively new concept and 
only marginally introduced in developing countries. Sustainability goes further than ‘durable’ 
housing to incorporate targets connected to the protection of the earth and atmosphere, for 
example by reducing greenhouse gasses. Sustainable urban planning measures are: to protect 
local culture, stimulate social interaction, assist the formation of local communities and com-
plete the ecological functions of landscapes. Other aspects of sustainability are: (1) involving 
local communities with planning and housing; (2) providing building materials to self-build-
ers; (3) developing building standards; (4) implementing fi nancing mechanisms; and (5) mak-
ing land available(Choguill  2007 ; Ebsen and Ramb ø ll  2000 ). For example, Chen  et al.  ( 2007 ) 
state that houses should be made energy effi  cient through improved design and construction 
such as better insulation and reduced wind infi ltration, the use of solar energy for day lighting 
and water heating, as well as solar shading and natural ventilation for summer cooling. Given 
these defi nitions, current practices of self-help housing are not always sustainable. A crucial 
question is whether poor urban households can contribute to sustainable housing initiatives 
and better neighbourhoods. Theoretically, there is an array of possible solutions for sustainable 
housing and their corresponding applications that are particularly aff ordable for low-income 
households, including new designs and techniques, building materials and sustainable energy 
solutions (Sullivan and Ward  2012 ). Nonetheless, certain conditions are needed in order for 
sustainable housing to become a reality; they include urban planning and social coherence and 
development. Social coherence refers to the need to involve households in housing projects, 
for example within housing cooperatives and other CBOs as described in this chapter and 
elsewhere in this volume.   

  Conclusion 

 Currently, the developing world is witnessing an increase in urban growth rates which corres-
pond with an ongoing urbanization of poverty. So far, the pressing housing needs of the urban 
poor have in large part been satisfi ed by the poor themselves. Thus, the power of self-builders 
is a factor that can be used eff ectively in pro-poor government housing strategies. However, 
until now, national public housing policies have only rarely adopted the principles of incre-
mental housing construction (Greene and Rojas  2008 ; Wakely and Riley  2011 ). It is to be 
expected that over the coming decades the role of self-help housing will change depending on 
the level of economic development of a country, the occurrence of poverty and the intensity 
of urbanization. 
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 Given the urgency of the urban housing question, new pro-poor housing policies that 
build upon the power of self-help eff orts and that both promote and support initiatives with 
self-building need to be developed. We make a plea for reintroducing assisted self-help housing 
as a part of national and local housing policies and as an acceptable form of self-help. Assisted 
self-help housing includes both a public (regarding assistance on infrastructure and services) 
and a private element (regarding home ownership). Especially the assistance for self-help 
should be reintroduced and redeveloped. 

 In this chapter a distinction has been made between the two main housing provision 
systems: the formal and the informal. Until now, self-help housing has belonged to the infor-
mal sector. Formal housing provision for low- and middle-income households is normally 
organized by state institutions, among others, although building companies may be involved 
in the execution. A feature of public (social) housing is that subsidies or subsidized loans are 
often granted, but there remains a great variety between countries and regions. The opposite 
of formal housing is informal housing and self-help housing – in a variety of forms – which is 
normally seen as part of that. Governments often helped with spatial planning and supplying 
land for housing projects with infrastructures and services in order to provide the basic condi-
tions for self-help housing. Although the help for house building was minimal in many cases 
(but not always), house construction was exclusively the household’s task. In this chapter the 
main characteristics of the two housing delivery mechanisms are compared on the basis of the 
following criteria: development cycle, commissioning of construction, funding, payment and 
construction. Public housing includes the supply of rental housing opportunities, although 
private home ownership is the most desired form in many countries. However, this might 
change, especially in big cities. Other developments that have occurred over the past decades 
include microfi nance schemes and the introduction of mixed forms of house construction. 
Currently there is much attention placed upon the involvement of residents in issues concern-
ing housing and the environment. Small-scale housing cooperatives, where local communities 
can be involved in eff ectively upgrading programmes for housing and neighbourhoods, are 
becoming increasingly prominent in some countries. Most important is that governments 
become aware of the advantages of self-help housing and that assistance for self-builders might 
be a good solution for supporting this housing provision mechanism. 

 While house construction by the do-it-yourself method is still a common practice in many 
developing countries, one must be aware that self-help housing has at least three limitations, 
as described. We think that the use of high housing densities eventually excludes self-help 
housing. Thus, developing assisted self-help housing is an important issue and off ering training 
programmes for self-builders and improving technical education and vocational training are 
crucial. While off ering technical assistance to self-builders, all kinds of sustainability applica-
tions can be implemented in incremental housing practices. Additionally, the development 
of adequate construction and housing control by local governments – primarily focused on 
housing safety – is necessary. 

 Currently, offi  cial attitudes on housing themes focus mainly on integrated settlement 
improvement, which is both a habitat- and city-wide approach. While this is basically an 
approach with a long-term scope, the urban poor cannot wait that long. The city-wide 
approach must be accompanied with diff erentiated and targeted housing policies that support 
the self-help eff orts of the urban poor.  
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